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Abstract-An efficient method for numerical integration of the time dependent Laplace tidal equations for 
a flat or curved earth is described. The method is implicit, uses alternating directions in two space 
dimensions, with time staggering, and a split sea height variable. Some special auxiliary features of the 
method are described, and stability is discussed. 
1. BACKGROUND 
The attribution of ocean tides to lunar and solar gravitation was known to Newton, while the 
first derivation of the equations of motion of tidal water masses was achieved by Laplace as 
early as 1775 [I, 21. Because of geographic and bathymetric omplexities, the effective numeri- 
cal solution of realistic tidal motions in large regions became possible only with the advent of 
high speed modern computers [3]. Even so, a limitation of the magnitude of such computations 
has prevailed for time-dependent problems, because of the stability conditions for explicit 
methods of time-stepping inwhich typically of the order of a thousand time steps per tidal cycle 
were necessary. The method to be described in this paper was developed using implicit 
numerical methods together with an effective reduction to one space dimension in order to 
make possible larger scale tidal models with time dependence. The special structure of the tidal 
equations permits a combination of alternating direction methods and time staggering without 
any artificial terms or repeated evaluations [4]. 
For a general account of tidal energy, reference may be made to Refs. [5,6]. Recent reviews 
of oceanic tides are given in Refs. [7, 81. The method described here was developed to model 
the tidal regimes in the Bay of Fundy, Gulf of Maine and North Atlantic Ocean for the 
purposes of tidal energy studies and a detailed account of this work is given in [4]. Other 
reviews of Fundy tidal energy are given in Refs. [9-121. 
2. STRUCTURE OF THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL GRAVITY WAVE SYSTEM 
For simplicity we tist consider the form of the tidal system for a flat earth or for a 
sufficiently restricted region in which the variation of latitude can be neglected. 
On the assumption that current is essentially independent of vertical depth, and by 
integrating the Euler equations over a vertical column from bottom to surface, one finds the 
appropriate quations of motion in the standard form 
ur = - f( u* + uy* ; + fu - gz, 
u, = - r( u* + u*p* ; - fu - gzr 
z, = - 5 (Hu) -$ (Ho). 
Here z = z(x, y, t) is the height of water surface above the equilibrium level, (in cm), u = U(X, y, 
i), u = u(x, y, t) are components of the mean velocities in the x and y directions, respectively, 
(in cm per set), while H is the total depth of the water at (x, y); g is acceleration due to gravity; 
f is the Coriolis parameter = 20 sin 0,; where R is the earths angular otation speed and 0, is 
north latitude; r - 0.002 is the dimensionless coefticient of quadratic friction. 
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If r and f were set equal to zero, this system would be essentially equivalent o a wave 
equation in two space dimensions with variable propagation velocity c = v’/[gH(s. Y, :)I. As a 
hyperbolic system the nonlinear equations also have this velocity of wave propagation, which 
will in shallow reqions perceptibly depend on the z variable. 
To simplify the implicit calculations in the finite difference version, we consider here a split 
sea height variable: 
z = z1+ 22 
so that the equations can be grouped in two pairs as follows: 
i 
u, = - r(u2 + u~)“~ $ + fv - g(zl, + z2J 
r v, = - r( u2 + v2)1’2 Ji - H fu -&lx + z2x) 
(22, = -WV),. (2) 
At the finite difference stage the implicit variables in (1) will be u and zl, while in (2) they 
are o and z2. The variables z2 in (1) and zl in (2) are reducible to known quantities at any given 
stage by a device of time staggering the calculations in the x variable relative to the y variable. 
For extended geographic regions one uses the spherical earth version of the system, as 
originally formulated by Laplace but with a quadratic dissipation term and tide raising force. 
This takes the form [2,4]. 
au 
at- --&-$(z-i)+2flsin f&v-$]uju 
a0 ~=-~--$(z-i)-2flsinB,u-~ju]v 
dZ 1 -- 
( Gu)+ 
a(& cos 0) 
X= acos0 L%$ ae ). 
Here again z is ocean level relative to long time average or equilibrium value, and 2 is the 
extraneous force or equilibrium tide with f = - V/g where V is the potential of the tide raising 
force. Also u and u are velocity components corresponding to the longitude 4 and latitude 0 as 
independent space variables. Curvature of the spherical earth is represented by the earth radius 
a and the factors containing 0. Earth’s gravity g is assumed constant. As vertical mixing is 
assumed, z, u, and v depend only on 0, (b and time t. The dimensionless friction constant r is 
taken to have the numerical value r = 0.002. Also H = D + Z is the (variable) total depth of the 
ocean at any given place, while Sz is the angular otation rate of the earth giving rise to Coriolis 
force components (20 sin &a, -2R sin &u). Here &, refers to true geographic latitude whereas 
4 and 4 may be spherical coordinates with any pole. For the purposes of the Bay of Fundy 
model a pseudo-pole for these coordinates was selected at the point 47.642”N Lat., 67.166”W 
Long. 
In order that equal coordinate intervals should correspond to equal grid lengths in the 
vicinity of any point, we adopt the Mercator latitude variable p = log(sec 19-t an 8) in place of 
0. Then 
cash ,U = set 0, sinh ,u = tan ~9, tanh ,U = sin 0. 
With the split variable Z = Z, + Z,, the Laplace Tidal equations divide into two pairs as follows: 
dll -=-fcoshp 5 (Z, + Z, - Z) + 20 sin 00v - rJ& 
at 
H 
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az, --=-$coshp;(Hu) at 
au rJl& -=-~cosh~d(Z,+Z~-Z)-2flsin&u- h 
at ap 
az2 _ 
-z- 
-$coshp$(Hv)+- . 
sinh P Hv 
Note that the “equilibrium tide” Z which acts as the forcing term in the equations, has been 
inserted in this version ([2], p. 359, ([8], p. 254). 
The two pairs of equations are still linked by the presence of H = D(x, y) + Z, + Z, in the 
denominator of the friction term. However this term can be calculated with sufficient accuracy 
by means of estimated values for Z, and Z2 when required. 
3. FINITE DIFFERENCE FORMS OF THE EQUATIONS 
For the “flat earth” system we introduce, following[4], a square grid with Ay = Ax and 
integer coordinates i, j so that x = iAx, y = - jAy. When i and j are both even, we have a Z 
point in the physical plane, with Z, and Z, values associated there. When i is odd, j even, we 
have a U velocity component point and when i is even, j odd, a V velocity component point. In 
the corresponding computer storage matrix these values are arranged as follows: 
j/i odd even 
odd Z, V 
even U Z, ’ 
We note that stored values of Z,, V will normally refer to time instant a half time step before or 
after the time instant for U and Z,. The grid is now of the type known as a Richardson lattice. 
In the Bay of Fundy model there are 3765 Z points in four regions, with three levels of grid 
subdivision at a 3-l ratio provided by interpolation of values at the common boundaries. 
With time step At = (T/18) = 41.4 min. = 2484 sec. the equations for 2, and U are evaluated 
at each full time-step instant. As can be seen from the correct number of linear relations for the 
evaluation of Z:il” and U:f”* at the half-time step instant, for all relevant ij points. However 
this system falls into separated linear algebraic systems, one for each value of the j index, since 
there is no internal inkage among the unknown values of Z, and U involving other values of 
the index j. In particular, the time derivative of U is represented by a first order difference 
quotient of the form 
Here the velocity component with index k + l/2 is treated as an unknown while the term with 
index k - l/2 is known, at the typical kth stage. Likewise, the space derivative of Z, is 
represented by the time-averaged spatial difference expression 
The first two of the four terms in the braces on the right are treated as unknowns, the last two 
as known. Assuming all values for k, k - l/2, ~ . . and earlier are known, the expression 
ax a a4 
is fully known and appears in the known r.h.s. coefficient of the linear relation. 
Friction and Coriolis terms are expressed by means of u~+“~, uke112 and vk with an 
estimated value for Z, in H = D + Z, + Z2. The nonlinear friction term at time step k is 
expressed as (u~-“*(u~+~” so it becomes linear in the unknown values. 
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The linear relations derived from the U and 2, equations, in either the flat or spherical 
cases, can now be written in the form 
AiZ;:!‘fi + B,U;;“* + C,zf;$ = @+I’* (i odd) 
and 
where the coefficients Ai, Bi, Ci depend on data and values up to time step k. These linear 
equations form a tridiagonal system for each row of 2 points and U points of the grid, the 
number of unknowns and equations being 2n - 1 when the row contains nZ points. Normally 
the values of current components are set equal to zero at the ends of the row, representing the 
coastline or outer boundary of the grid. The computer outine “GELB” was used to solve the 
tridiagonal systems. 
The first and last points of each row are always U points, where values for lJ are given, 
either as boundary conditions with U = 0 at a coastline, or by interpolation at a line of 
subdivision of the grid. 
All such rows, or “horizontal” (Z,, U) systems, are solved in succession and the values 
obtained are smoothed and stored replacing the values from one full time step earlier. The 
calculation then advances a half time step and the (Z,, V) systems, each forming a column, are 
treated similarly. The tridiagonal form of these latter systems is almost exactly similar to the 
(Z,, U) systems. The equations are evaluated at a half-integer time step instant and the Z2 and 
V values calculated for an integer time step. The equations in discretized form prior to 
programming are as shown in (1, 2, 3,4) below. 
A smoothing operation is performed on the Z, values and U values separately in each row, 
and the 2, and V values of each column before storage. With smoothing factor cr = 0.0642 (the 
minimal value found empirically for stable calculations) everywhere in the system, a value such 
as Ui is replaced by aUi-l+ (I-20)Ui + UUi+l. While such smoothing can represent an effect of 
viscosity, the magnitude of (T was selected for purely numerical reasons of computational stability. 
stability. 
The numerical calculation of all “columns”, or of Z2 and V values, is followed by another 
half step advance of the time variable and of the index k. The calculation of 2, and U values 
then recommences a full time step later than the values then in storage. The subsequent cyclic 
repetition of time steps then proceeds by iteration with 18 full time steps per complete MI tidal 
cycle as the normal time step. 
The explicit form of the linear equations that represent the finite difference analogues of the 
Laplace tidal equations is: 
Here i, j are even; k = 0, 1, 2, 3, . ; 0” = latitude. 
(2) 
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gAtc cash Pi+] k+l 
4aAp cos 1y 
Zzij + (1 +‘j$&&) u;:!Fg~$~~~~l ‘!+,:* 
= gAG cash pi+] [ 
2aAF 
_ Z’+ + ZktY + 
1 II 1 g+2 & ( - Z! ij + Z$ ij+2) + Zj - Zj+2 I 
+(I-&&) 0~+1_22wsin8~ij+lAfcU~i=j”. (31 
=.Z:ij + $;E;;’ [H;::'2u:+, - H$Z;'2u;_J 
+ At, sinh Fi 
4a cos a 
H~(“2)(& + II;,,). 
In the first pair of these equations, the unknowns are the values of Zi and U evaluated at 
time step k + l/2. In the second pair, the unknowns are the values of Z2 and V evaluated at time 
step k + 1. Observe that when values of 2, and U (or of Z2 and V) are arranged in alternation, 
each equation has three successive unknowns. Hence for each k and j the first pair forms a 
tridiagonal linear algebraic system, while for each k and i the second pair likewise yields a 
tridiagonal system. 
4. SPECIAL NUMERICAL FEATURES OF THE MODEL 
(i) Sinusoidal time interpolation 
This model is designed for rapid calculation in real time, with relatively long time steps up to 
l/(18) of a lunar tidal cycle being found satisfactory in practice. With interpoiations over time 
intervals as long as this accuracy can be lost unless realistic interpolation along a sinusoidal 
curve having the correct time period is used. The appropriate interpolation formula is not the 
arithmetic mean but rather the formula 
z 
2 
( ) 
t+iAt = Z2W+Z2(f+AO 
2 2 cos a 
where a = &8. This formula is exact when Z2 is a sinusoid with the given period, and we note 
cos a = cos 10” = 0.98481. A similar formula is used whenever stored values are used to 
calculate time-interpolated function values. In effect the presence of the factor cos a makes the 
correct allowance for convexity of the curve. 
Likewise time derivatives are calculated by the sinusoidally corrected formula 
u’(t) = & 
u @+;A+ (t-;At) 
At 
=,(t+;A+(,-;Ar) 
Arc 
where the corrected time interval is 
For a = 77/18 we have sin ala = 0.99485. 
In any region of predominantly semi-diurnal tides, the M2 period of 12h24m would be 
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assumed as the fundamental period of the sinusoid. For regions of diurnal tides, or mixed 
regimes, a suitable base period would have to be selected for this purpose. 
(ii) The forcing term 
The principal unar semi-diurnal term in the expansion of the tidal potential was taken as the 
forcing term ([8], p. 252). The lunar declination 6 was taken as zero giving the effect in our 
model of lunar orbital motion in the earth’s equatorial plane. The earth was assumed spherical, 
so r = a = Earth radius was inserted in the expansion. The potential was then identified as 
where the Doodson constant 
= 26.75 cm 
is the equilibrium tidal amplitude. Values of IJ” were calculated at each 2 point and the 
differences o formed gave the forcing contribution to the non-homogeneous term in each of 
the discretized momentum equations. We note the period P of the forcing term with respect o 
the hour angle T, giving rise to the semi-diurnal tides. 
The latitude 0, and longitude of each grid point were calculated once for all and stored in the 
computer. The calculation of the two forcing terms in the momentum equations was carried out 
by a special subroutine FORCE using stored values of all necessary quantities other than the 
hour angle or time variable. 
The homogeneous boundary condition of zero normal current is applied at every coastline 
point and every sea boundary point of the model. Thus no external currents from the South 
Atlantic are present. In this model a boundary condition for 2 tends to be numerically unstable 
because this variable is split, and no stable procedure for use with a boundary condition 
involving 2 has been found. 
(iii) Subdivision of the grid 
, The variation in size of the locally square grid steps from the Bay of Fundy to the North 
Atlantic ocean was not sufficient o give the necessary detail in the Bay of Fundy or its 
headwaters. For the Bay itself a subdivision of the grid into squares of l/3 the side length was 
arranged. Within a Richardson lattice this can be performed by introducing a new 2 and a new 
U point between each pair of existing Z and U points, preserving the alternation of the two 
variables. Similarly in the “vertical” direction, new Z and V points are introduced between 
each Z and V pair. Two new grid lines, rows or columns, are thus introduced between each 
existing pair of lines and the new grid interval is one third the original size. 
The subdivided region, denoted A hereafter, extends from a base curve drawn from Nova 
Scotia to Maine across the Gulf of Maine as far as a line across the Bay of Fundy at the tip of 
Cape Chignecto. Region B covers the outer Gulf of Maine and the oceanic region with the 
largest grid lengths. 
A second subdivision of the grid size, again by a factor of three, was made for the region C 
covering all of Chignecto Bay from the line of Cape Chignecto to the headwaters and region D 
covering Minas Channel, Minas Passage and Minas Basin. In these upper waters, the side 
length of a grid square is approximately 1820m varying slightly from one row to another. As 
described below, a further adjustment or alignment of the grid in region D was made in the 
vicinity of Minas Passage, but no further subdivision was used in the model. 
Interpolation of function values was arranged at the boundary between regions, such as A 
and B, A and C, and A and D. We shall describe the interpolation and joining procedure at the 
A-C boundary, where “horizontal” rows of Z, and U values are to be computed. For each row 
in A that extends into C, the equations of the implicit system are set up for both parts of the 
row with variables as shown. Values at the subdivided places are shown in lower case. 
u, . U?Z,l41ZZ u4z3 U?Z . . 
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For a row with variables lJ,~g13 as shown, equations for U, in the large grid, and Z,, u3, z2, 
U,, etc. in the small grid are formed. The equation for 2, contains variable U2 which is then 
replaced by u2 = l/2( U, + u3). The combined system then remains tridiagonal as before and is 
solved with storage of values in A and C matrices. The new and intermediate rows in C only are 
later calculated using boundary values for u, obtained by linear interpolation from the u, values 
of the preceding solution. 
To improve the alignment of the grid in region D with currents through Minas Passage, a 
progressive rotation of the coordinate and current axes is performed from columns l-20 of the 
D grid. A total rotation of 27” is performed in 20 equal steps across this interval, involving 
changes in step lengths in this region. For each column a rotation of axes transformation of 
velocity components i  made. However no corresponding adjustment of 2, and Z2 values was 
found necessary, although a very slight discrepancy of the space point at which each of Z1 and 
Z, are evaluated oes occur. 
Near the tip of Cape Split a partial barrier of 20% was inserted in the j interval from 7 to 8. 
This was done to tune the width of Minas Passage, and the partial barrier value was chosen to 
avoid numerical oscillations in this neighbourhood. It is at this location that the most violent 
tidal vortices are observed. 
(iv) Shallow regions and smoothing 
At 15 Z points in C and 40 in D, the Z values fall below the measured epth, resulting in 
exposed beaches or tidal flats. To avoid overshoots that could disturb the energy balance, the 
denominator H = D + Z of the friction term in these regions is given a minimum value of 10 cm. 
This gives a runoff or drainage effect that is to some extent realistic and represents local 
mudtlat opography in the model. 
For numerical stability in the shallow regions of C and D, and along the Maine coast in A, 
additional smoothing was found to be necessary. Cross-smoothing of u values in the vertical 
direction, and v values in the horizontal direction, was performed in A, C and D with the same 
value (T = 0.00420. 
Also a smoothing operation with time delay was used in C and D, with smoothing factor 
where 
X=6, p=o.40, y=0.06. 
Each velocity component uk was replaced by (1 - o&I’ + cluk-‘. The same operation with 
y = 0.06 was used in region A in the Gulf of Maine for i I 34. This last smoothing operation 
represents the time delays of local mudflat drainage and was necessary to maintain stability in 
the shallowest zones. 
(v) Amplitude and phase calculations 
Printouts of amplitude and phase at each Z point (and selected U, V points) were made, 
using a step by step updating method with storage places for Z,,,,,, Zmin and t,,,. With Z, 
denoting Z value at the previous step, t, and Z+ the latest computed value at t + At, an updating 
is made in Z,,,,, if Z, > Z, cos AT and in Zmin if Z+ I Z0 cot At. For values of y = Z+ cos At - Z,, 
which are non-negative, Z ,, becomes Z, and t,,, becomes t + At in the first case (Z, > Z,, cos At) 
while Zmin becomes Z,-\/(l + p*) where 
Z 
/?=cotAt-Z,sin 
in the second case (Z, <Z,, cos At). When y is negative, Z,,,,, becomes Z,V/(l + p*) and t,,, 
becomes t-tan-’ p in the first case while Zmin becomes Z+ in the second case. At the end of 
the cycle. the amplitude is calculated as A = l/?(Z,,, -Z,,,) and the phase as B = tmax which is 
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carried in degrees and reset to zero at the first step of each cycle. This method is robust for 
moderate deviations from sinusoidal character of the 2 curves. 
(vi) Operation of the model 
A standard solution for the full model was calculated for calibration and comparison with 
observed Mz data. To improve convergence, some smoothing of depths and the insertion of an 
extra small grid square in D at the A-D boundary on the south shore of the Bay of Fundy was 
necessary. Convergence in about ten cycles was then obtained. It was evident that a grid 
subdivision combined with a change in channel cross-section was especially liable to instability. 
Measurement of convergence for each region (and for each basin behind an installed barrier) 
is achieved by calculation of the root-mean square average for the region of the difference of 2 
values at the beginning and of the cycle. To accelerate and improve convergence to a periodic 
solution, an “ergodic” process of averaging final values over four to six successive cycles was 
often used. The averaged values were available for use as initial values for the next computer 
run. In some runs small persistent oscillations appeared in the shallow regions, preventing 
convergence finer than about the 2% or 1% level. These would usually disappear after two or 
three successive runs of 4 to 6 cycles with averaging of final values after each run. 
(vii) Introduction of barrier operations 
Construction of a barrier at any of the principal sites considered was simulated by changes 
in the linear equations corresponding to the velocity points situated on the barrier position. For 
simulation of a closed impermeable barrier the equation was changed to U = 0 or V= 0 
depending on barrier orientation. In such cases the enclosed basins were cut off from the sea 
tides. 
To represent a tidal power plant in operation, with flows through turbines and sluices, a 
factor representing reatly reduced cross-section was applied to the appropriate velocity 
component equation. As substantial heads or level differences across a barrier may then occur, 
the linear equation relating, say, &, U, and 2 *+, was reformulated as the best available 
linearization of a Torricelli orifice at the barrier. Setting x = V(2glH() where H is the head or 
level difference 12, - &,+,I from the preceding time step, we replace the current time value of 
(U,( = av(2g(H() by ( U,( = (a/2)x + ((r/2)(2gHlx). With an appropriate sign for Vr, this gives the 
linear relation 
Here (r denotes the fraction of open cross-section represented by sluice gates or turbine draft 
tubes-typically a = 0.03 for the barrier as a whole. With U, the average velocity component in 
the grid square, lJr,/a represents the orifice velocity at head H. The above linearized relation is 
programme substituted for the standard linear equation at the barrier position in each row or 
column passing through the barrier site. 
Model operation with suitable a constant hroughout the cycle gave a reasonable represen- 
tation of double effect power generation. Change in a from step to step of the cycle, 
representing switching on or off of turbines or sluices, was found to be limited by stability and 
convergence problems. However values such as a = 0.036 for turbine operation and a = 0.108 
or a = 0.144 for sluice operation were found feasible in the same cycle, giving a reasonable 
simulation of single effect tidal power generation. 
4.NUMERICALSTABILITY AND BOUNDEMiESS 
Numerical calculations have shown that our system as described in the preceding section is 
numerically stable provided certain precautions are taken, as described. It is even possible to 
use relatively large time steps such as (l/18) of a full tidal period, when the equations are 
compensated by time interpolation factors appropriate for a sinusoidal curve of the known time 
period. Here we give a theoretical justification of the numerical stability property, in the case of 
a linearized flat earth system. I am indebted to A. M. Watts of the University of Queensland for 
a simplified formulation of the basic stability of the linear system, which, it may be noted is 
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essentially equivalent o a two space dimensional wave equation. However we may note that 
the precise form of the discretization is critical for numerical stability. 
Let the system be written in the form 
5, = - ux 
and let the discretized form be 
k k 
_ 77i+l.i- 77i-la 
Ax 
vf” - v;. ktl 
At =- 
Vii+) - Vft; +  Us+] - V2_, 
2Ay ’ 
Also let Ax = Ay, in effect assuming a square grid. 
We now look for solutions of the form 
Setting 
a = g sin (In a), b = g sin (In p) 
we find the relations 
(y2-1)A=-&&2t l)aC-2ayD1 
(+l)C=-fi(y’+l)A 
(+l)B=-,&y’+l)bD+2ynCl 
(y?-l)D=-&(y?+l)B. 
Eliminating C and D we obtain 
(+l)A=-(y’+l) 
3 
b’B +--& abA]. 
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For the existence of a nontrivial solution A, B, C, D of the system the determinantal relation 
tr* - lj4 + (aZ + b2)(y2 - l)*(r* + l)* + a2b2(y2 - 1)‘(y2 + I)* = 0 
must therefore hold. Hence 
Thuseither y=l or y=-1,or 
say, where i3 > 0 and B2 = a* + b2 + a*b*. The latter roots satisfy 
l?fil!J 
Y2= _ 
1+fle 
and consequently j ] = 1 in all cases. 
Thus all latent roots have magnitude unity, so the linear flat earth system is numerically 
stable, see, e.g. Ref. (113, p. 172). 
This stability analysis does not necessarily apply with precision to the curved earth system 
of the Laplace tidal equations, particularly as the grid step length then necessarily becomes 
variable. Thus the double eigenvalues at y = t- 1 may be perturbed and split possibly giving 
eigenvalues that exceed unity in magnitude, if only slightly since the grid step is small compared 
to the radius of the earth. Inclusion of the nonlinear friction term and of the nonlinear depth 
dependence effects will also potentially influence numerical stability. 
In practice, the system is stable provided a smoothing operation is carried out at each time 
step. The numerical value g = 0.0042 was found to be the least value of the smoothing 
parameter that maintained a satisfactory smoothness and stability in the solution, Because the 
grid length is variable, the interpretation of this smoothing factor as a viscosity would lead to a 
small but variable viscosity, as actually used. 
5. MODELLING PERSPECTIVES 
The alternating direction implicit method escribed in this paper does not seem to fall under 
any of the well known AD1 formulations as described by [13-151. Instead our method uses in a 
very particular way the structure of the two space dimensional gravity wave system to avoid 
the calculation of any artificial intermediate values. Each value calculated by our scheme is 
directly incorporated into the physical variables, the values of 2 being composed as a sum of 
contributions from each space dimension. Our method also differs from the locally one- 
dimensional methods described in [ 131 although it shares the property of being one dimensional 
at each half time step. The method seems to be numerically efficient and generally stable, and 
may offer an advantage for tidal modelling in extended shallow regions such as, for example, 
the Australian Barrier Reef area, or for global dynamic tidal models. The Fundy model with 
3765 grid 2 points could be run for one M2 cycle in about 40 seconds of machine time at the 
University of Toronto. 
The extension of our time staggered split variable ADI method to three dimensions has not 
yet been accomplished, and presents an interesting problem. With a 2 variable split three ways, 
the time interpolations can be more cumbersome while problems of storing data at several time 
levels multiply and extrapolations are difficult to avoid. For the meteorological equations in 
three space dimensions, it is possible to regard the system as a stack of several two dimensional 
systems, but the advantage of tridiagonal matrices is then lost. Thus it remains a problem to fit 
these three dimensional systems as neatly and economically as our system can in two space 
dimensions. 
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